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Part 6: Drill-Down Interfaces 
A drill-down interface is a pairing of one (or more) list pages that provide an index of available 

options that one selects from to lead to either another list or, in the end, to a detail page to 

display specific information about a selection. Information is generally passed from one page 

to the next using a query string. A query string is an HTML specification for a group of 

variables, name=value pairs, called URL parameters.  

To start a query string in a standard HTML link, you add the question mark after the URL, and 

then you can append your URL parameter(s) after it. To separate multiple name=value pairs, 

you add an ampersand (&) between them: 

<a href="nextPage.cfm?firstname=Ben&age=29">Click Here!</a> 

In this example, two URL parameters are passed, one called name that has a value of Ben, 

and one called age with a value of 29. When a user clicks the link, they will go to the 

nextPage.cfm file and the URL parameters will be available to ColdFusion in the URL scope. 

There are three rules to keep in mind when dealing with URL parameters: 

 The first parameter is separated from the URL with a question mark (?) 
 The second and any other parameters are separated with an ampersand (&) 
 Parameters must be passed as name=value pairs with no spaces and no quotation 

marks 
 

To refer to the variable in ColdFusion, use the URL prefix to indicate you are looking in the 

URL scope. In the example above, to output the name, we would use: 

<cfoutput> 

#URL.firstname# 

</cfoutput> 

You can use ColdFusion to build dynamic values for URL parameters as well. For example, 

here we will create two local variables, then add them to a URL to be passed on as URL 

parameters. 
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<cfset firstName="Bob"> 

<cfset lastName="Smith"> 

<cfoutput> 

<a 

href="nextPage.cfm?fName=#Variables.firstName#&lName=#Variables.lastNa

me#">Click Here</a> 

</cfoutput> 

On the linked ColdFusion page, we can then output them using: 

<cfoutput> 

Welcome, #URL.fName# #URL.lName#! 

</cfoutput> 

Of course, you still must use proper naming conventions with naming your URL parameters, as 

well as with regard to the query values: 

 The query string can not have spaces; anything after the space would be lost 
 Special characters, such as & ? , can not be used within variable names or values as 

they are part of a URL specification 
 Never use quotes within or around variables 

For example, if you tried to pass to do this: 

<cfset fullName="Bob Smith"> 

<cfoutput> 

<a href="printname.cfm?fullName=#Variables.fullName #"> Click 

Here</a> 

</cfoutput> 

Only Bob would be passed, as anything after the space would be cut off. To fix values so they 

can contain the information you need, without violating the rules above, we can use 

ColdFusion's URLEncodedFormat() function. When called, this function will replace all spaces 

and special characters in the string it is passed with acceptable ASCII characters. As such, 

you should always use it to encode any string-based URL parameters that could potentially 

have "bad" content. 

<cfset fullName="Bob Smith"> 
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<cfoutput> 

<a 

href="printname.cfm?FullName=#URLEncodedFormat(Variables.fullName)#">C

lick Here</a> 

</cfoutput> 

Tip: Some browsers will "help" you by doing this automatically, however as you should never 

rely on user's browser to make such corrections, you should still always use 

URLEncodedFormat(). 

URL parameters are a key component for creating link-based drill-down interfaces. At its most 

basic, a drill-down interface requires two pages, a "master" page that gives a list of choices 

that are hyperlinked, and the detail page that those links point to and that gives additional 

information about the choice.  

In our example, we will have a master page that lists employees and links to a page giving 

details the selected employee. 

<cfquery name="qGetEmp" datasource="Test"> 

SELECT Emp_ID, Lastname, Firstname 

FROM Employee 

</cfquery> 

<table> 

<tr> 

<th>ID</th> 

<th>Name</th> 

</tr> 

<cfoutput query="qGetEmp"> 

<tr> 

<td>#qGetEmp.Emp_ID#</td> 

<td> 

<a 

href="Emp_detail.cfm?EmpID=#q_GetEmp.Emp_ID#">#q_GetEm

p.Lastname#, #q_GetEmp.Firstname#</a> 
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</td> 

</tr> 

</cfoutput> 

</table> 

Then, on our details page, we use the URL variable from the link in our WHERE statement to 

pull details for the selected employee. 

<cfquery name="qGetEmpDetail" datasource="Test"> 

SELECT Emp_ID, Lastname, Firstname, SSN, Address, City, State, 

Zipcode, PhoneNumber, EmailAddress  

FROM Employee 

WHERE Employee_ID = #URL.EmpID# 

</cfquery> 

<cfoutput query="qGetEmpDetail"> 

... 

</cfoutput> 

Part 7: PDF and Tabbed Interface Displays 

Generating On-the-Fly PDFs 

ColdFusion makes it almost ridiculously easy to create basic PDF documents on the fly. You 

simply wrap your HTML and ColdFusion display code in a <cfdocument> tag with the format 

set to PDF. 

<cfdocument format="pdf"> 

[HTML and CFML code here] 

</cfdocument> 

You can also use <cfdocument> to create on-the-fly FlashPaper documents. This can be 

extremely useful for generating printable reports, receipts, etc. 
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Generating Tabbed Interfaces 

According to Wikipedia, AJAX is "is a group of interrelated web development technologies 

used to create interactive web applications or rich Internet applications." Specifically, AJAX 

uses1: 

 XHTML and CSS for presentation  

 the Document Object Model for dynamic display of and interaction with data  

 XML and XSLT for the interchange, manipulation and display of data, respectively  

 the XMLHttpRequest object for asynchronous communication  

 JavaScript to bring these technologies together  

AJAX can be complicated to learn if you have never used any of these technologies before. 

ColdFusion enables you to easily access and manipulate a range of AJAX user interface 

components, which can enhance your user's experience. Some components ColdFusion gives 

you access to include: 

 Auto fill suggestion text fields 

 Calendar pop-ups 

 Grids 

 Menus 

 Pods 

 Rich text editors 

 Tabs 

 Tooltips 

 Trees 

 Windows 
 

1 "Ajax (programming)." Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia. Apr 23, 2009, 01:41 UTC. Apr 28, 2009 

<http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Ajax_(programming)&oldid=285566952>. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Ajax_(programming)&oldid=285566952
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For now, we'll look at how to create AJAX-based tabs. To do this, you use two tags: <cflayout> 

and <cflayoutarea>. The <cflayout> tag defines what type of AJAX element to display. Some of 

its possible attributes include: 

 type - set this to tab to create the tabbed interface 

 name - to uniquely identify the tab container in the file 

 tabheight- the height of the tab container 

 style - to define standard CSS styles  

To make a tab, we would use: 

<cflayout type="tab" name="tabContainer" tabheight="300px"> 

... 

</cflayout> 

Between the <cflayout> tags, you can add one or more <cflayoutarea> tags; each tag will 

create a tab. Some <cflayoutarea> attributes include  

 name - to uniquely identify the tab in the container 

 title - the text that appears on the tab 

 source- references the file content that should be displayed in the tab content area 

So if we wanted to make a tabbed interface with two tabs, we could use: 

<cflayout type="tab" name="tabContainer"> 

<cflayoutarea name="pending" title="Pending Orders" 

source="pending.cfm" /> 

<cflayoutarea name="shipped" title="Shipped Orders" 

source="shipped.cfm" /> 

</cflayout> 
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Part 8: Data Manipulation 

Inserting Data 

The Insert Form 

Using forms, we can create interfaces to allow "lay" users to manage information in a database 

through controlled web-based interfaces. This can include inserting, updating, or even deleting 

information. The form for inserting data is built the same way as any other form, with a few 

extra conditions: 

 In general, you want to have on form field for each field in the database table(s) where 

the data will go, except for primary keys which are generally set by the database 

(except in unique cases such as employee IDs or other manually set unique identifiers) 

 You must be extra vigilant about validating all entered dating, using both ColdFusion 

Forms built-in options and your own conditional statements on the action page; never 

rely solely on the CFFORM controls as they are easily disabled by a user turning off 

JavaScript 

 To make development easier, form fields are usually given the same name as their 

corresponding database columns, however this is not required, and some feel it is less 

secure to do this. While in general, this is an acceptable risk, for sensitive fields such as 

usernames, passwords, etc, your database field should have a more obscure name 

which should never be used in the form field itself; Examples:  

o form field = username, database column = theusersname or yepthisuser 

o form field = password, database column = imapasswordbaby or yepthispass 

 Care should be taken to use the maxlength attribute on text inputs to restrict their 

acceptable input lengths to the lengths acceptable by the database column 

The following example accepts data for a table's two columns, using basic HTML: 
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Last Name: <input type="text" name="LastName" size="20" 

maxlength="30"> 

Phone: <input type="text" name="Phone" size="14" maxlength="14"> 

Validating Data  

Before we go into actually performing the insert, we need to look at validating the data. 

ColdFusion offers two basic ways of validating data: 

 Client-side validation: 

o When the user attempts to move out of a form control without supplying the 
proper information (onBlur) 

o When the user attempts to submit the form without supplying the proper 
information (onSubmit) 

 Semi-server-side validation: 

o After the form is submitted without supplying the proper information (onServer) 

You also can, and should, write your own custom validation using conditional logic within the 

processing code. For implementing ColdFusion's CFFORM based validations, we will take 

advantage of more attributes available in the ColdFusion form controls.  

Attribute What it Does 

required="yes" When set to yes, requires the user to put some value 
in the field, or select an option if used on a checkbox 
or multi select. If not included, defaults to no 

validate="validation type" Checks the data entered to ensure it matches a 
specified type, such as date, numeric, and Boolean; 
can also be validated against a regular expression or 
against pre-defined standard formats, like phone 
numbers or credit card numbers. 

message="error message" Custom message to display if a field fails the 
validation or is required but left blank; if not included 
ColdFusion gives a generic message stating there 
was a problem with a field and lists its name 

When using onBlur and onSubmit, make sure you 
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escape any single quotes (') with a back slash (\) 

range="min-value, max-value" Requires input to be numeric and between a set 
range of values 

validateAt="onserver|onblur|onsubmit" Tells ColdFusion when to validate the data entered, 
on the processing page, "on blur" (user clicks away 
from a field), or when the user clicks the submit 
button of the form. You can use multiple methods by 
separating with a comma (i.e. onServer, onSubmit) 

If omitted, defaults to onSubmit. 

 

Using either of the client-side methods of validation, onSubmit and onBlur, will result in 

ColdFusion generating all of the JavaScript necessary to perform the validation and inserting it 

into the resulting HTML when it sends the form to the server.  

The following example requires that the two input controls have values when the form is 

submitted, as specified by the required="yes" attribute: 

<cfinput type="text" name="firstName" size="20" maxlength="20" 

required="yes" message="Please input an Artist's first name." 

validateat="onSubmit"> 

If the user tries to submit the form without entering a value for the lastName field, they will see 

a pop up warning and the form will not submit, because ColdFusion has added the appropriate 

JavaScript within the page's <head> tag.  

If you would like to validate the form input immediately when the user leaves the text field, you 

can add the onBlur method. However, this method of validation is easily by-passed: a user 

could choose to click the Submit button without ever clicking in the field control, or if they do 

click on a required field, they can hit the ENTER key, which also bypasses any onBlur events. 

As such, onBlur should always be backed up with the onSubmit method. 

If you choose to validate your form data on the server (validateat="onServer") then ColdFusion 

generates special hidden <input> tags within the form which trigger the server-side validation. 

When the form is submitted, the server "interrupts" it on the way to the action form and 
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performs the validations. If it fails, it gives an error message and the user must use the Back 

button to return to the form and try again. 

For our required firstName field example, the resulting HTML for an onServer validation would 

be: 

<input name="FirstName" type="text" maxlength="20" size="20" 

id="FirstName" /> 

<input type='hidden' name='FirstName_CFFormRequired' value='Please 

input an Artist's first name.'> 

ColdFusion creates these special fields with names taken from the original form control name, 

and appending the appropriate suffix for the validation type request. In this example, it adds " 

_CFFormRequired", which validates that form control has a value. Because onServer is only 

activated if these special tags existing in the form, it can still not be relied on as the only data 

validation method as a malicious user could simply copy the form code, remove the fields, and 

then resubmit it to your server. 

As noted before, you always want to back up the ColdFusion form validation with your own 

validations. In addition to being a more secure method of coding, it also allows you to perform 

validations that the ColdFusion forms cannot do. Your custom validation goes within your 

action login, which of course can be on the same page or a different page as your form. You 

can use <cfif> and functions to perform validations and, if needed, you can use the <cfabort> 

tag to halt processing and, optionally, send out a customized ColdFusion error to the browser. 

In the example below, we are validating the input for a custom part number. A CFIF and the 

LEN() function are used to ensure it is exactly 12 characters long. 

<cfif Len(Form.PartNum) IS NOT 12> 

Error in Part Number field, please correct and resubmit 

<cfabort> 

</cfif> 

Ideally, the form processing code, including its validations, will be housed in a ColdFusion 

component or User-Defined Function rather than being in the actual form page itself. 
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The Insert 

The action logic of a form can display the form variables and values, insert the value into a 

database, create documents/etc, or do all of the above. For an insert form, the action logic 

should perform three important tasks: validate the data, use a <cfquery> to perform the SQL 

INSERT statement into the database, and then give the user an appropriate message letting 

them know the insert was successful and give further instructions or redirect to another page. 

To insert data into the database, you need to use the SQL INSERT statement. You can user 

functions inside the statement, and can choose to selective insert information, based on your 

data table's limits. 

To insert a single row into the database, the basic syntax is: 

INSERT INTO TABLENAME (COL1, COL2,...COLN)  

VALUES ('VAL1', 'VAL2',...'VALN') 

In this example, the data from the form fields Status_Code and Status are being inserted into 

the Status_Codes table. 

<cfquery datasource="CF8introArtGallery"> 

INSERT INTO ArtType (ArtType_ID, ArtType) 

VALUES (#Form.ArtType_ID#, '#Form.ArtType#') 

</cfquery> 

Unlike ColdFusion, SQL is not typeless, so you must keep certain rules in mind when writing 

your SQL statements. 

 You must wrap all string values in single quotes ('), but do not use them on non-string 

values (i.e. Booleans, numeric data, and timestamps) 

 Format date and time values as required by your database software using the 

CreateODBCDate(), DateFormat(), and TimeFormat() as needed 

If a user does not specify a value for a form control, and the field is not a required field, the 

resulting INSERT statement could attempt to insert an empty string into the column. Relational 

databases view empty string values and columns without a value assigned as two different 
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entities. Setting a column equal to an empty string, '', is not the same as assigning it no value 

(a NULL value). While this difference is seem negligible when looking at a text column, for 

numeric and data columns, it is extremely crucial, as many database systems will not accept 

an empty string on a numeric column. As such, it is best practice to always check to see if 

these types of columns have a value specified. If not, you can choose to insert a null value or 

skip the field entirely and allow the database to provide a default value (if one is set). 

The following example uses conditional logic to determine whether the user supplied a value 

for each field, and if not it enters a NULL value. 

<cfquery datasource="CF8introArtGallery"> 

INSERT INTO ArtType (ArtType_ID, ArtType) 

VALUES (<cfif Form.ArtType_ID IS NOT ""> 

#Form.ArtType_ID#<cfelse>Null</cfif>, <cfif Form.ArtType IS NOT 

"">'#Form.ArtType#'<cfelse>Null</cfif>) 

</cfquery> 

Redirecting after processing 

After the insert is completely, you may want the user to be redirected to another page. You can 

do this using the <cflocation> tag. It has a simply syntax: 

<cflocation url="page"> 

Where the URL identifies the URL to which you are redirecting processing. This can be a 

relative URL or an absolute one. In the following example, the user is redirected to the 

nextPage.cfm file. 

<cflocation url="nextPage.cfm"> 

There is no real "best practice" regarding redirecting the user to a new page. It depends purely 

on the application and the forms purpose. In a data administration side of a web application, 

for example, you may want to keep the user on the form so they can enter additional items 

quickly, while on a new user registration, redirecting the user to a confirmation page in the site 

would be the better option. 
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Updating Data  

You can also use forms to allow users to update records in a database, or to allow them to 

delete records. Update forms are built the same way as a add form, except you need to allow 

users to select the record to update (such as with a drill down list), then pre-fill in a form with 

the existing information. The update form must also include a reference to the primary key, or 

unique id, of the record being updated, so the update query in your action logic will know which 

record is being modified.  

 

Figure 1: Example selection list for accessing an update form 

In the URLs for the edit links in hits example, a URL parameter is included that provides the 

primary key for that record. On the update form, you want to include that primary key, however 

in general you should never allow a user to change the primary key. With most well designed 

databases, the primary key is a system generated number that has no actual meaning to the 
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users anyway, but does connect records across tables. The most common way of passing 

along the primary key of a record is through a hidden form field. 

<cfinput type="Hidden" name="artID" value="#ArtForUpdate.artID#" /> 

The user will not see this field unless they look at the source code of your website.  

Pre-Filling the Form 

For the rest of the fields of the update form, you will generally want to be nice to your user and 

pre-fill in the existing information so they only have to change a few items rather than redoing 

the entire record. For <input> and <cfinput> tags, you can set a default value for each field 

using the for value attribute. With a regular input tag, you will also need to add <cfoutput> tags. 

<cfoutput> 

<input type="text" name="artName" 

value="#Trim(ArtForUpdate.artName)#"> 

</cfoutput> 

 

<cfinput type="text" name="artName" 

value="#Trim(ArtForUpdate.artName)#"> 

If your form is self-submitting and may need to reuse the user-inputted values, then adding the 

TRIM function to each value is a good practice to follow. 

There are two ways to do a default value for a <textarea> or <cftextarea> tag. With either tag, 

you can use <cfoutput> tags to enter the value between the opening and closing tags: 

<textarea name="Description" wrap="virtual" 

cols="28"rows="3"><cfoutput>#Trim(ArtForUpdate.Description)#</cfoutput

></textarea> 

 

<cftextarea name="Description" wrap="virtual" 

cols="28"rows="3"><cfoutput>#Trim(ArtForUpdate.Description)#</cfoutput

></cftextarea> 
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Tip: When using this method, you must make sure that everything from the opening to closing 

tag is on the same line with no extraneous spaces, otherwise it will be displayed within the 

textarea. Notice that in both cases, the actual variable has to be wrapped with <cfoutput>.  

When using the <cftextarea> tag, you can also just use its built in value attribute as well! 

<cftextarea name="Description" wrap="virtual" cols="28"rows="3" 

value="# Trim(ArtForUpdate.Description)#" /> 

Notice that with this method, you should use the tag in a self-closing fashion. 

You already know how to populate a <cfselect> tag using information from a query. To have it 

default to a specific value, and thus pre-"fill" it for your update form, you just need to add the 

selected attribute. 

<cfselect name="ArtistID" query="GetArtists" value="ArtistID" 

display="LastName" selected="#URL.ArtistID#" /> 

If you had to build your selected "manually", you would use conditional logic to select the 

appropriate value. 

<cfselect name="ArtistID"> 

<cfoutput query="GetArtists"> 

<option value="#ArtistID#"<cfif URL.ArtistID EQ ArtistID 

.ArtistID> selected="selected"</cfif>>#LastName# 

#FirstName#</cfif></option> 

</cfoutput> 

</cfselect> 

Checkboxes can be trickier to deal with. If your database column is a numerical field for yes/no 

that has only 1/0 (respectively) as its values, or a text field with only yes/no or true/false 

values, you can use the value directly within the checked attribute of the <cfinput> tag 

<cfinput type="checkbox" name="IsSold" value="1" 

checked="#ArtForUpdate.IsSold#"> 

Otherwise, you must use conditional logic to display the appropriate input. For checkbox 

groups and radio buttons, you also need to rely on conditional logic.  
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<cfset selValue="B"> 

<cfif selValue is "A"> 

<cfinput type="radio" value="A" checked="true" name="option">A 

<cfelse> 

<cfinput type="radio" value="A" checked="false" name="option">A 

</cfif> 

<cfif selValue is "B"> 

<cfinput type="radio" value="B" checked="true" name="option">B 

<cfelse> 

<cfinput type="radio" value="B" checked="false" name="option">B 

</cfif> 

<cfif selValue is "C"> 

<cfinput type="radio" value="C" checked="true" name="option">C 

<cfelse> 

<cfinput type="radio" value="C" checked="false" name="option">C 

</cfif> 

When using regular HTML inputs, you can compact this more by moving the cfif and outputs to 

wrap only the actual checked attribute.  

<cfinput type="radio" value="A"<cfif selValue is 

"A">checked="true"<cfelse> checked="false"</cfif> name="option">A 

This is still a little cumbersome, though. A more compact and elegant method for pre-filling 

checkboxes and radio buttons is to use the inline if function, IIF(). This combines an entire 

if/else block in one statement. 

#IIF(expression, codeIfTrue, codeIfFalse)# 

Let's redo the previous code using IIF()  

<cfform> 

<cfset selValue="B"> 

<cfinput type="radio" value="A" name="Option" 

checked="#IIF(selValue eq "A", de("true"), de("false"))#">A 
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<cfinput type="radio" value="B" name="Option" 

checked="#IIF(selValue eq "B", de("true"), de("false"))#">B 

<cfinput type="radio" value="C" name="Option" 

checked="#IIF(selValue eq "C", de("true"), de("false"))#">C 

</cfform> 

When using the IFF function, ColdFusion will immediately try to evaluate the arguments as 

expressions, not as literal values. As such, we need to wrap literal values in the de() function 

(delay evaluate), to force ColdFusion to see them as strings. 

Doing the Update Query 

To perform the action update, we use the <cfquery> tag with an SQL UPDATE statement to 

update the column values in one or more rows of a database table. 

UPDATE TableName 

SET Column1 = Value1, 

Column2 = Value2, 

... 

COLumnN = ValueN 

WHERE {CRITERIA} 

If you do not use a WHERE clause, every row will be updated. For most update forms, you will 

only want to update one record, so make to include a WHERE clause that references the 

primary key of the table. 

<cfquery datasource="CF8introArtGallery"> 

UPDATE Distributor 

SET FirstName='#Form.Firstname#', 

LastName='#Form.LastName#',  

Phone='#Form.Phone#' 

WHERE Distributor_ID = #Form.Distributor_ID# 

</cfquery> 

After updating, you will generally want to redirect your user to another page to avoid their 

hitting the refresh/reload button and unintentionally performing multiple updates. 
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Delete Query 

The SQL DELETE statement is used in much the same way as the update, except it doesn't 

need to reference any fields, except in the where statement. 

DELETE FROM TableName  

WHERE {CRITERIA} 

WARNING: If you neglect to include a where statement in your query, every row in the table 

will be deleted. 99.9% of the time, this is NOT something you want to do. 

<cfquery datasource="CF8introArtGallery"> 

DELETE FROM Distributor 

WHERE Distributor_ID = #Form.Distributor_ID# 

</cfquery> 

Part 9: Improving Database Security 
Some database systems will allow a user to submit multiple queries at once, by separating the 

queries with a semi-colon (;)  

SELECT * 

FROM Artists 

WHERE name = 'a'; DELETE FROM Artists 

 This can be very useful for database and application developers, but for web applications, it 

can also give malicious users a large security hole to exploit. Consider this update query: 

UPDATE Artists 

SET FirstName = ‘#Form.FirstName#’, 

LastName = ‘#Form.LastName#’ 

WHERE ArtistID = #Form.ArtistID# 

As noted earlier, the primary key is a hidden value within the form. A hacker could create his 

own form that replaces the Form.ArtistID's real value with something like 12; DELETE FROM 

Artists. When submitted to your processing page, the code would first update artist 12 in the 

table, and then run the second statement, which would delete all the records from the 
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database. This security vulnerability is popularly referred to as a SQL injection and is one of 

the most heavily abused securities in a web application. 

To help prevent this even from occurring, in addition to conditional logic that evaluates form 

entries, you should use the <cfqueryparam> tag to define exactly what data types are 

acceptable on any of your dynamic variables. In the following code, we've replace the normal  

dynamic variable in the WHERE statement with a <cfqueryparam> tag. 

SELECT ArtistID, FirstName, LastName 

FROM Artists 

WHERE LastName = <cfqueryparam value="#Form.LastName#" 

cfsqltype="cf_sql_varchar" /> 

The <cfqueryparam> tag has two required attributes: the value attribute, which is your dynamic 

variable, and the cfsqltype attribute, which defines the acceptable datatype for that variable. 

You can also use the maxlength attribute to prevent the use of variables over a certain length. 

The acceptable datatypes for the field correspond with common database column types, some 

common ones you will likely want to use include,: 

 cf_sql_blob 

 cf_sql_char 

 cf_sql_date 

 cf_sql_decimal 

 cf_sql_float 

 cf_sql_integer 

 cf_sql_timestamp 

 cf_sql_varchar 

Refer to the ColdFusion documentation for the full list of 30 options and what column types 

they correspond to in the major databases. Using <cfqueryparam> will add extra code to your 

application and overhead to your development time, but for best practices, it is best to use 

them on all user-entered data. 
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When using the <cfqueryparam>, you do not need to add any single quotes around the tag, as 

ColdFusion will automatically do this for any string values. 

WHERE LastName = <cfqueryparam value="#Form.LastName#" 

cfsqltype="cf_sql_varchar" /> 

If you need to use any wildcards, do so within the value attribute, the same as you would a 

normal SQL statement. 

WHERE LastName LIKE <cfqueryparam value="#Form.LastName#%" 

cfsqltype="cf_sql_varchar" /> 

You cannot use the ListQualify() function to qualify lists within the <cfqueryparam>. Instead, 

set its list attribute equal to yes so it will know it has a list of values that need to be checked. 

WHERE LastName IN (<cfqueryparam value="#Form.LastName#" 

cfsqltype="cf_sql_varchar" list="yes" />) 
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Best Practices Reminders 
1. Always check that your URL variables exist and are in the expected format before using 

them in any fashion.  

2. Query strings cannot contain spaces or special characters; use the 
URLEncodedFormat() function to ensure all query strings pass only browser-acceptable 
data. 

3. Never use a URL parameter that could open security holes in your application, such as 
sending a parameter that deletes information from the database. 

4. Do not pass sensitive information on a URL, such as a password or a credit card 
number. 

5. For sensitive data fields, use different names for the form controls versus the database 
column names; for other fields, you can use the same names for ease of development. 

6. Never trust the data coming from a form, always employ multiple validation methods to 
ensure the data is good.  

7. Make sure each item piece of datum that will potentially be inserted into a database 
table is of the same type as the database column and does not exceed the column's 
size limits.  

8. When using ColdFusion form validation methods, onBlur should always be used with 
onSubmit or onServer due to its easy to bypass nature. 

9. Never rely solely on client-side based validations, or on CFFORM's "onServer" 
validation; you should always validate all data with your own conditionals on the 
processing page of a form before using the data in any fashion. 

10. Always surround strings in SQL statements with single quotes ('). 

11. Always include a where statement in your update or delete queries unless you truly do 
want to update or delete every row in a database. 

12. Do not allow your users to update the primary key of a table unless in extremely 
instances. 

13. In queries, always use <cfqueryparam> tags on any user-submitted values to prevent 
SQL injection attacks. 
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